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The Parks Alliance of 
Indianapolis is a nonprofit 
organization formerly known 
as the Indianapolis Parks 
Foundation. The foundation 
has been a long-standing 
nonprofit serving multiple 
communities throughout 
central Indiana. 
They’ve made it their mission 
to support the development 
of a vibrant park ecosystem 
within the city and develop 
spaces that ignite change 
within the community.
But, with a name like 
Indianapolis Parks Foundation, 
they were consistently 
mistaken for Indianapolis 
Parks and Recreation – the 
county agency responsible for 
the day-to-day maintenance 
and programming at parks. 
With a rebrand under 
development, The Parks 
Alliance encountered a new 
challenge: showcasing and 
expanding their new brand 
during a global pandemic. 
To help give life to their new 
brand, the team turned to 
Tactive.

The Parks Alliance has a strong vision 
with comprehensive plans to support 
the parks system in Indianapolis. But 
over time, their name was leading 
to confusion and creating a case of 
mistaken identity. 

The simple task of routing people to 
the proper organization was costing a 
significant amount of time. 

With more than 30 years of history, it 
was essential to The Parks Alliance of 
Indianapolis that donors and other 
interested parties understand who 

they were interacting with on a regular 
basis—and 2020 was the year they 
decided to make it official.

Despite their convictions, The Parks 
Alliance of Indianapolis knew renaming 
their organization might present a 
problem, especially with the combined 
challenge of navigating a pandemic. 

However, with little interaction taking 
place in the community, they knew it 
was the right time to rebrand, get their 
revamped identity out to the public, and 
take a new approach to donor outreach.

What’s in a Name? Establishing a Unique Identity
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SERVICES IN ACTION

PRINTING

PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS

E-SHOPS

3D DIRECT MAIL

FULFILLMENT

A LOOK AT THE NUMBERS

New Followers Campaign 
Improvement

Total Donors New Donors

100 32%

5,200+ 50%

Indianapolis is a sprawling city with a downhome feel, an affinity for racing, and 
plenty of local flavor. This makes urban parks an essential mainstay for engaging 
communities in the area. 

Although The Parks Alliance of Indianapolis maintains several effective programs 
to promote the healing power of green spaces and support those facing food 
insecurity, the confusion over their identity made it difficult to gain momentum 

and grow a consistent donor base for 
their initiatives. 

A rebrand was necessary, but how 
would they deliver this newly named 
organization without generating even 
more confusion? The Parks Alliance 
called Tactive.

Securing a Solution

With a small marketing team and the 
financial limitations of a nonprofit, 
The Parks Alliance needed a skilled 
partner who could provide full service 
and comprehensive tactile marketing 
support while also meeting budget 
constraints. 

Tactive worked alongside The Parks 
Alliance to create a fresh set of 
marketing materials, providing support 
as they opened a newly minted space 
and developed creative campaigns to 
help drive their donor base. 

With the partnership of Tactive, 
the Indianapolis Parks Foundation 
officially became The Parks Alliance of 
Indianapolis, settled into their new space, 
and announced their new identity to the 
world.

The Renaming Results
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   Tactive even helped 
connect The Parks 
Alliance with local 
partners, such as 
Guggman Haus 
Brewing and Gomez 
BBQ, as part of their 
event.

The Parks Alliance of Indianapolis 
serves the greater Marion County 
area, supporting surrounding 
communities through initiatives such 
as the Indy Urban Acres Project and 
the maintenance of public places and 
greenways. 

Their goal is to promote equality and 
open access to green spaces while 
helping to support underserved 
communities and reduce food insecurity. 

The Parks Alliance has always been 
committed to keeping parks, trailways, 
and the like open to all—a mission that 

Creative Marketing Makes Rebrand Successful 
Amid Pandemic

“Tactive was 
incredibly 
supportive 
and full of 
ideas. 

became increasingly important when 
the indoor world shut down in response 
to a pandemic.

“With this rebrand, we decided to go the 
whole nine yards,” says David O’Rourke, 
Communications Manager at The Parks 
Alliance of Indianapolis.

“We wanted to introduce people to 
our new name and logo, but also our 
new space. We worked with Tactive to 
develop the tactile pieces featuring our 
new brand as well as signage and décor 
within our new space.”

The Parks Alliance began narrowing in 
on their new image with Pivot Marketing, 
the firm responsible for their new logo. 
Tactive worked with Pivot to develop 
marketing materials and promotional 
products that would speak to their 
mission as well as their revised identity. 

Once new products and creative assets 
were ready, the partners set about 
preparing their new space for a socially 
distanced and safe unveiling of their new 
identity.

Tactive worked with The Parks Alliance of 
Indianapolis to supply signage and swag 
for the event, and helped find creative 
ways to keep people safely distanced. 

“Tactive was incredibly supportive and 

full of ideas. They were pretty innovative 
on different types of signage,” David says. 
“We had some fun with stickers and a 
walkway to keep people distanced, all 
branded by Tactive.”
Tactive even helped connect The Parks 
Alliance with local partners, such as 
Guggman Haus Brewing and Gomez 
BBQ, as part of their event. 
“They’re our neighbors, and we wanted 
to help them succeed,” says Katrina 
Brennan, Client Success Manager with 
Tactive. “We have a vested interest in 
them and our community.”
Tactive supplied building signage, new 
marketing assets, and promotional 
giveaway items such as pens, notebooks, 
and drink koozies, and even repurposed 
print cutouts as table confetti. 
Tactive also used variable pattern 
generation software HP Mosaic, allowing 
each branded notebook to feature a 
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“ ... we 
decided 
to go the 
whole 
nine 
yards.

unique AI-designed cover to serve as a 
personal memento of the event. 

The Indy Parks Alliance meticulously 
planned the event to limit any 
danger while promoting community 
camaraderie, complete with industrial air 
filters, one-way movement throughout 
the building, and tables spaced to 
accommodate social distancing. 

In addition, attendees could participate 
in giveaways, live music, a tour of the 
new space, and refreshments from local 
businesses. 

The endeavor was so successful that The 
Parks Alliance of Indianapolis has shifted 
their marketing efforts to reach a whole 
new donor base, and they are relying on 
Tactive to help them deliver. 

Together, Tactive and The Parks Alliance 
provide themed subscription kits for 
donors that reach a certain level in 
monetary contributions. 

“It has really helped them reach a 
brand new audience,” comments Tyler 
Koontz, VP Technical Operations at 
Tactive. “They’re receptive to our ideas 
as marketers, and together we’re solving 
their new problems.”

With Tactive’s support, The Parks Alliance 
can now operate under their new brand 
to continue supporting the communities 
of Indianapolis.
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DIMENSIONAL
DIRECT MAIL

Packages that feature 
height, breadth, and depth 
consistently outperform 
old-fashioned “flat” mailers. 
We customize winning 3D 
direct mail campaigns, and 
then assemble and ship it 
so you can focus on the fun 
stuff—namely, following up 
on leads.

ABOUT TACTIVE

SETH GODIN

“We call it ‘paying 
attention’ for a 
reason. It’s worth 
quite a bit, and 
ought to be 
cherished.

At Tactive, everything we do, every 
single day, serves a larger goal: 

To help our clients engage with their 
audiences in an increasingly distracted 
world.

We help busy marketers develop and 
deploy tactile marketing materials that 
delight audiences, drive leads, and 
deliver ROI. 

National and global companies trust us 
with their brands because they know 
we will meet their high standards every 
time, no matter what. 

Our customers love us because of our 
fierce commitment to client service and 
"do whatever it takes" credo.

We are, above all else, a human brand. 
(Except for the dog...)
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Our diverse suite of services aims to help busy marketers meet their most ambitious goals. Combined with our client-
first approach, we bring your wildest marketing ideas to (real) life… and then pack, ship, and deliver it, too.

FULFILLMENT 
SERVICES

BRANDED 
E-SHOPS

PRINTING 
SERVICES

PROMOTIONAL 
PRODUCTS

With a state-of-the-art 
bindery, 25,000 square feet of 
storage space, and variable 
data and mail printing 
capabilities, we’ll save you 
money and hassle by keeping 
your fulfillment services 
under one roof.

We’ve helped everyone from 
national brands to regional 
nonprofits promote their 
brands and causes with 
stylish, user-friendly e-Shops 
that streamline ordering and 
fulfillment—and we can do it 
for you, too.

Our printing services 
combine the latest 
technology with an expert 
creative staff who obsesses 
over stylish finishes and fancy 
paper stock. The result? A 
print experience that goes 
above and beyond to delight 
your audience.

Promotional products are 
an incredibly powerful way 
to promote your brand—but 
it’s not as simple as slapping 
your logo on some coffee 
mugs and calling it a day. At 
Tactive, we help clients shape 
strategic swag programs that 
get results.

OUR SERVICES
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PHONE
317.833.7000

WEB
tactive.cc

EMAIL
hey@tactive.cc

ADDRESS
1500 East Riverside Drive
Indianapolis, IN 46202

Bring 
your brand 
to (real) life

http://tactive.cc
mailto:hey%40tactive.cc?subject=
http://tactive.cc
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